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Foreword 
During the middle 1970s, where 

the "impasse of technology devel
opment" became the catchphrase 
among electronics engineers, there 
was a general concern that a dead 
end for the new techno log ies 
wou ld soon be reached in the 
world of electronics, where new in
novations had been taking place 
continually. We became familiar 
with the warning that the honey
moon between electronics and 
physics was over. However, devel
opments in electronics fol lowing 
that period were more spectacular 
than those in any other period in 
the past. E lec t ron ics was con 
stantly making boundless progress 
in many areas of materials, devices 
and systems, the foremost of which 
was the invention of the silicon in
tegrated circuit. 

Since optoelectronic 
technology is one of 

Japan's areas of 
expertise, one can 

imagine that it will 
flourish in the world as 

"a technology 
developed in Japan." 

It has become especially note
worthy that a new field in electron
ics ca l led "op toe lec t ron ics " or 
"optoelectronic technology" has 
successfully established itself as a 
basis for bright future develop
ments. That is, electronics has re
established itself as a new, pioneer
ing industry, and holds the position 
of a leading industry which is full of 
vitality. One should not be sur
prised to find that the future of this 
phoenix-like electronics field has 
raised expectations from all quar
ters of the Japanese people who 
anticipate Japan's future as a tech
nology oriented nation, and as a re
search oriented nation. 

Accord ing to a recent survey 
taken by The Nihon Keizai Shin¬
bun (The Japan Economics News
paper) of 150 important compa
nies, t i t l ed " N e w Techno logy 

Fields to be Strengthened in the 
Ten Years to C o m e , " optoelectron
ics ranked sixth most important 
within five years and first within 
10. The Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI) has 
been applying a positive policy in 
promoting optoelectronic technol
ogy. In electronics, its technology 
policy has been centered on the re
search and development of com
puters and VLSI . Meanwhile, the 
ministry has been enthusiastically 
supporting research and develop
ment in optoelectronics and pro
moting growth in related indus
tries. 

S ince 1 9 7 9 , M I T I has been 
working on a large-scale project 
cal led "optoelect ronic measure
ment and control system," which is 
commonly known in Japanese as 
"H ika r i O P r o " (large scale optical 
project). Clearly, the ministry be
lieves in the prospects for this tech
nology as the forerunner of future 
advanced technologies. 

Electronics and lightwave 
technology 

Electrons, which are the basis of 
electronics, and light, which is the 
basis of optics, originally entered 
upon the stage of science unified as 
one and the same. For example, 
when electrical discharge was first 
discovered, it was important to un-
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derstand the phenomenon of light
ning as the source of both light and 
electrons. 

Electrical discharge was used in 
generating artif icial electromag
netic waves and later in the more 
advanced technology of generating 
coherent electromagnetic waves. 
The latter technique was success
fully established and appl ied to 
communications. About 30 years 
later, the microwave era came into 
being. 

On the other hand, the electric 
arc lamp was invented by harness
ing the light emitting properties 
occurr ing in e lectr ic discharge. 
Progress in the area of electric light 
bulbs and in tube technology made 
vacuum tubes possible. The con
cept of vacuum tubes was applied 
to solids and bore fruit as the tran
sistor, which became the basis for 
modern scient i f ic technologies. 
Remarkably , the t ransistor has 
since been developed into the inte
grated eircuit and large-scale inte
grated chips, which have become 
the star players in today's golden 
age of electronics. 

As an extension of microwave 
communications technology, the 
maser was invented. The maser 
came to be an important predeces
sor for the appearance of the laser, 
which is said to be one of the great
est inventions of the 20th century. 

The history of the laser origi
nated in the solid-state ruby laser, 
which was followed by the gas laser 
and later led to the semiconductor 
laser. Thus the laser played a lead
ing role as a pioneer in the new age 
of optics. The development of the 
semiconductor laser has steadily 
been supported by the technology 
of electronics, with the integrated 
circuit as its center. 

When we observe the evolution 
of scient i f ic technologies, both 
light and electrons have been the 
leading characters on the stage of 
history. On some occasions, they 
have complemented each other, 
and on other occasions they have 
substituted for each other. Th is 

fact clearly indicates the necessity 
on our part to take into account 
both light and electrons as one uni
fied entity. 

Theoret ica l ly , optoe lec t ron ic 
technology ought to be conceived 
of as a part of electronics, accord
ing to this viewpoint. However, I 
would l ike to treat optoelectronic 
technology independent ly from 
electronics and, rather, to contrast 
the two. By so doing, the inevitabil
ity of optoelectronic technology's 
role at the present, along with its 
fu tu re p rospec ts , w i l l b e c o m e 
clear. 

Limits and expectations 

Electronics is time-dimensional 
information processing engineer
ing, the purpose of which is to en
hance the human intellectual func
tions in the wider sense of the word 
by taking advantage of its charac
teristic of temporal control of free 
electrons in speed, accuracy, and 
reliability. Its future prospects had 
been considered to be boundless, 
but now its limitations are becom
ing apparent. Typical of these l im
its are: l imitat ion of frequency, 
limitation of numbers, limitation of 

About the author 
Kenjiro Sakurai was born in 1924 and 

graduated from the University of Tokyo 
with a B.S. degree in measurement and 
instrumentation engineering in 1948. 
H e obtained his doctorate in engineer
ing from the same university in 1965, 
wi th a dissertation on the microwave 
power standard. 

H e joined the Electrotechnical Lab
oratory, Agency of Industrial Science 
and Technology (MITI) in 1948 and be
came the director of the Wave Electron
ics Division in 1970. 

Under his direction, the project of fused silica fiber fabrication and 
fiber optical communication was initiated. H e arranged the joint 
research of fiber optical communication of Fujitsu, Hi tachi , N E C , 
and Toshiba under the support of MITI . This triggered N T T to start 
its own fiber optical communication project, and later N T T devel
oped a superior opt ical f iber in col laborat ion wi th Sumitomo, 
Furukawa, and Fuj ikura electrical transmission line companies. 

Based on the joint preliminary study by his division and the re
search group of Shoji Tanaka of the University of Tokyo, Sakurai 
prepared the proposal for the project Hikar i O Pro, described in this 
article. Owing to his foresight, devotion, and relentless effort, the 
project was approved by MITI in 1979, and Sakurai became director 
general of the Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory. 

H e managed the productive basic research with the assistance of 
Izuo Hayashi, technical director; Takashi I izuka, the current director 
general; and Junichi Shimada, the current director of Wave Electron
ics Division, Electrotechnical Laboratory. 

Sakurai d ied in May 1984 without observing completion of the 
project; however, his colleagues and research fellows continue to 
carry out his goal. 
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FIGURE 1. Trends in electronics development. 

FIGURE 2. The increasing number of components in electronic systems. 

methods, and limitation of usable 
physical phenomena. It is vital to 
realize the importance of optoelec
tronic technology with the laser as 
its core because it may provide def
inite solutions to these four diffi
cult limitations. 

L imi tat ion of frequency. When 
we review the progress in electron
ics, it would not be an exaggeration 
to say that its history has been that 
of extending the usable frequency 
range. If we examine one of its pr i 
mary branches, communications 
technology, as shown in F ig . 1, we 
can clearly see the meaning of this. 

F r o m the e n d o f the 1950s 
through the 1960s, progress in 
electronics in the communications 
field was said to have ended. It was 
also seriously proposed that the 
highest limit of artificially gener
ated electromagnetic waves could 
only be as long as 1 mm and not 
shorter than 0.3 mm. Under these 
circumstances, based on a new os
cillation principle, the laser, a new 
kind of light source emitting coher
ent visible light (600 nm) with a 
high frequency of more than about 
1000 times that of microwaves, 
was introduced. Thus the barrier of 
frequency limitation immediately 
disappeared. From the viewpoint 
of electronics, optoelectronic tech
nology, which uses extremely high 
frequencies, might be rephrased as 
" the expansion of usable frequency 
spectrum" or as "super ultra-high 
frequency engineering." 

L imi tat ion of numbers. If we re
gard computers as the symbol of 
modern information intensive soci
ety, there is no limit to the demand 
for greater functionality. Comput
ers are binary machines whose ba
sic units are flip-flop circuits. In or
der to meet the demands for higher 
performance, the number of parts 
has been on the increase year after 
year, because limits on the speed 
and min ia tur izat ion of exist ing 
parts have not been able to cope 
with the demands (Fig. 2). 

When we consider the limitation 
of reliability of electronic parts, it 
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is inevitable that there should be a 
limitation of the number of parts in 
building up a reliable and useful 
system. The introduction of optics 
into electronics would be one of 
the approaches necessary to over
come this barrier so that a com
bined optical and electronic com
puter cou ld be conce ived , and 
farther in the future an opt ical 
computer might be developed. 

Limitation of methods. There 
are barriers in several areas such as 
pattern recognition which cannot 
be surmounted by electronics only. 
In electronics, the high speed of 
conduction electrons in the solid-
state device has been ut i l ized in or
der to perform complex functions 
in the time dimension. Optoelec
tronics has been making continual 
progress basically uti l izing the spa
tial expansion and spatial process
ing functions of the common meth
ods in op t i cs . T h e d i f f e rence 
between the two techniques can be 
clearly shown in televis ion and 
photography, with the use of de
vices such as the lens, which has 
the function of spatial operation, 
information is processed and spa
tially distributed to form an image 
on two-dimensional film surface. 

On the other hand, in television, 
an image of spatially distributed in
formation is taken by a television 
camera and then converted into 
time-sequenced information via a 
scanning technique. This informa
tion is transmitted, and finally, in 
the image receiver, the reverse op
eration takes place and an image is 
reproduced on the cathode ray 
tube. Thus , in op toe lec t ron ics 
these two different methods have 
already been adopted. It is ex
pected that a new technology can 
be developed only i f these two 
methods are combined and united. 

Limitations of usable physical 
phenomena. Electronics has real
ized ingenuous information pro
cessing in the time domain with 
high speed, high accuracy, and 
high precision, making full use of 
the efficient time control of free 

electrons in the solid state device. 
However, limitations in the usage 
of free electrons has become ap
parent in considerable degree in 
various ways. In order to overcome 
this limitation, optoelectronics has 
gone into the territory of bound 
electrons and has made it possible 
to generate controlled light: The 
envisioned goal to apply new phe
nomena such as the generation of 
ultrashort pulses, the nonlinear op
tical effect, and other coherence 
effects. 

Optoelectronics, as we have de
scribed, originated one way or the 
other with the invention of the la

ser. The invention of the laser by 
Maiman in 1960 can be considered 
a great basic, original technique 
equal in importance to the electri
cal d iscover ies by Ga lvan i and 
Volta and to the steam engine by 
Watt. A recent report of the U.S. 
Senate Subcommittee on Science, 
Techno logy and Space, no ted : 
"The laser ranks high among the 
important technological discover
ies of this century, potent ia l ly 
ranking in significance wi th nu
clear fission and integrated cir
cui ts." 1 

Along with the dramatic devel
opment of hardware for lasers and 

Optoelectronic Technology 
Joint Research Laboratory 

The Optoelectronic Technology Joint Research Laboratory is lo
cated in Kanagawa, Japan. Its 1981-86 budget is $40 mil l ion. The 
director general is Takashi Iizuka, and the technical director is Izuo 
Hayashi. 

The joint research laboratory is using a building of Fujitsu Re
search Laboratory (1500 m 2 floor space) and is staffed by 50 research 
engineers/physicists representing the associated industries and the 
electrotechnical laboratory. 

The research staffs are divided into six collaborating groups: (1) 
bulk crystal growth, (2) maskless ion implantation, (3) epitaxial 
growth, (4) applied surface physics, (5) fabrication technology, and 
(6) analysis and characterization. Examples of important achieve
ments are: 

—Growth and characterization of undoped GaAs single crystals by 
a new magnetic field applied L E G (liquid encapsulated Czochralski) 
technique, by Terashima and Fukuda (Electrochemical Society Pro
ceeding 83-13, 79-85, 1983; and J . Crystal Growth 63, 423-425, 
1983). 

—Focused ion implantation for optoelectronic integrated circuits, 
by Hisao Hashimoto and Eizo Miyauchi (1984 International Confer
ence on Solid State Devices and Materials, Kobe, Japan, Extended 
Abstract, pp. 121-124; and Physics Research B, Nuclear Instruments 
and Methods, B7, 851-857, 1985). 

— G a A s and AlGaAs anisotropic fine pattern etching using a new 
reactive ion beam etching, by K. Asakawa and S. Sugata (J. Vac. Sci. 
and Technology B 3 , 402-405, 1985; and Reactive-ion-beam-etched 
cavity GaAs-AlGaAs multiquantum well lasers, Proc. IOOC, 1985). 

See also the following review article: I. Hayashi, "Development of 
optoelectronic ICs in Japan—activities of the Optoelectronics Joint 
Research Laboratory," JST News, 3(1), 32-38. Japan Semiconductor 
Technology (JST) News and JST Reports are available from: Science 
Forum Inc., 2-13 Yushima 1 -chome, Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo 1 I 3, Japan: 
phone: 03-257-0271. 
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FIGURE 3. Appl ied fields of "s t rong" and "weak " optoelectronic technology. 

optoelectronics, their applications 
have been expanding rapidly. It 
has gradually become clear that the 
application fields of optoelectron
ics are equally as expansive as those 
of electronics. In former days, elec
trical engineering was categorized 
into two groups—"heavy" (strong) 
electrical engineering and " l igh t " 
(weak) electrical engineering. Now 
we would like to apply this cate
go r i za t i on to o p t o e l e c t r o n i c s : 
"heavy and strong" optics versus 
" l i gh t and w e a k " opt ics. Th is 
might help provide an overall view 
of optoelectronics. We expect both 
of these subfields to develop to

gether in harmony (Fig. 3). 
Starting with heavy and strong 

optoelectronics, laser light is used 
as an energy transmission medium 
with its characteristic temporal and 
spatial concentration of energy be
ing its primary feature. In this field, 
applications for laser machining 
and laser surgery (laser knife, laser 
coagulator , etc.) have a l ready 
come into practice. Especially in 
laser machining, it has not only en
abled more flexible and accurate 
processing, but it has also brought 
about a technique for welding ce
ramics which was not possible us
ing traditional methods. 

This aspect of optoelectronics is 
expected to make great progress. 
Anticipating this, the Agency of In
dustrial Science and Technology of 
the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry (MITI) has estab
lished a large-scale project under 
research and development, includ
ing the d e v e l o p m e n t of h i gh -
power carbon dioxide gas lasers. 
This project, cal led "compound 
production system with super-high 
performance laser app l i ca t ion , " 
has been contributing much to the 
technological developments in this 
f ie ld. Other projects under re
search and development in various 
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places are laser nuclear fusion and 
laser isotope separat ion. They 
promise possibil it ies for solving 
fundamental energy problems. 

Light-and-weak optoelectronics, 
on the other hand, mainly utilizes 
light as a medium for the transmis

sion and processing of information. 
It features super-ul tra-high fre
quency and utilizes spatial parallel 
processing capability. It has been 
applied in such devices as optical 
video disks, digital audio disks, la
ser printers, and other applications 

for data processing using applied 
holography and sensing techniques 
such as laser gyros. A l l of these wil l 
have dynamic future applications, 
and some of them have already 
been put into practice. 

However, the largest f ield for 

OPTOELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 
FOR OIL REFINERY 

A total demonstration system of optoelectronic 
measurement and control applied to a petroleum 
refinery wil l be completed in 1986. The total sys
tem consists of five subsystems: high-speed image 
formation, high-definition image information, high
speed information processing, complex process in
formation, and information control. Eight kinds of 

fiber optical sensors are used: rotor vibration, gas 
leak, temperature, How rate, quality, image, infra
red image, and oil leak. A high-speed sampling 
camera is used for detecting contaminants in re
fined oi l , and a high-definition camera is used for 
monitoring oil tank yards and receiving and ship
ping yards. 
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applications of this light-and-weak 
optoelectronics is in optical com
munications. The popularity of op
toelectronics and the trend of in
dustrial production and practice 
owe much to the remarkable prog
ress in op t i ca l commun ica t i on 
technology. 

Optoelectronic R&D 
Optical communication systems 

using light as the medium for trans
mitting information util ize optical 
fibers as the transmission line and 
the luminescent semiconductor el
ement or semiconductor laser as 
the light source. Optical communi
cations are now being launched 
into an age of full-scale practical 

use. Two major technical break
throughs in this field were accom
plished in the U.S. in 1970: the 
success in continuous oscillation of 
semiconductor lasers at room tem
perature achieved at A T & T Bel l 
Laborator ies 2 , and the develop
ment of low-loss light fiber (under 
20 d B / k m ) , wh i ch was accom
plished by the Corning Glass C o . 3 

These remarkable achievements 
have made it possible for us to ac
quire almost simultaneously good-
quality sources of both light and 
transmission lines. 

Accordingly, fiber-optic commu
nication techniques play the most 
important role in optical communi
cations. The fiber-optic communi
cation systems, as shown in F ig . 3, 

based on the properties of the light 
and the optical fiber, show many 
excellent features which were not 
possible using the convent ional 
e lectr ical communicat ions tech
niques. F iber -opt ic communica
tion systems are expected to grow 
in wide range of applications in the 
future. 

Regarding fiber optical commu
nicat ions techno logy in Japan, 
starting with leading research done 
at the Electrotechnical Laboratory 
of MIT I , intensive research has 
been carried out with the intention 
of establishing the new public com
munications network, with Nippon 
Telegraph and Telephone Publ ic 
Corp. as the leader. As a result, in 
recent years, Japan has constantly 
been submitting the best data on 
low-loss optical fibers in the world. 
Along with that of the U.S., Japan's 
standard of technology in this field 
now ranks first in the world. 

In addition, quartz fibers with a 
loss of light approaching the theo
retical threshold l imit have already 
been produced. Moreover, light 
emitting and receiving elements 
which have been developed so far 
are of such high quality and long 
lifetime that they lend themselves 
to practical applications. The ap
p l ied f iber-optic communicat ion 
systems which have been built by 
private industry in Japan number 
more than 300 (by 1982). Such op
tical systems exhibit reliability and 
efficiency. 

The applied fields of optical sys
tems put into practice at the pres
ent time, as shown in F ig . 4 are 
primarily: the electrical power in
dustry, pub l i c communicat ions, 
railways, and highways—the rea
son being that research and devel
opment policy has been intended 
ch ie f ly for i n t roduc ing opt ica l 
communications into existing pub
l ic main l ine networks. This re
sulted from a less mature technol
ogy which permitted, at its best, 
setting up a fiber-optic network for 
transmitting information between 
two points only. A more complex FIGURE 4. Annual increase of optical fiber systems in various fields. 
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FIGURE 5. National research and development in line with progress of optoelectronic industrial technologies. 

network would have been almost 
impossible to set up. 

From F ig . 4 it is obvious that the 
number of optical systems applica
tions in plants has dramatically in
creased in these past few years. In 
this area, not only the primary fea
ture of light, broadband transmis
sion, but also its secondary fea
tures, such as its resistance against 
adverse condit ions and its eco
nomic use of space, have been ef
fectively uti l ized. 

In the future, it may be possible 
to bui ld a system that exploits the 
potential capacities of optical tech
nology in the fields of measure
ment, cont ro l , and in format ion 
processing. In order to make it 
come true, there must be develop
ment of both element and systems 
technologies, to make a more com
plex network feasible. In the afore

mentioned project, Hikar i O Pro, 
the development of such technol
ogies is the main goal. 

To be more specific, the main 
targets for development are ele
mental technologies such as highly 
efficient and multifunctional semi
c o n d u c t o r lasers , h i g h - s p e e d 
switching elements, functional fi
bers such as image transmission fi
bers, applied optical sensors, and 
the system technology for develop
ing five subsystems divided accord
ing to the specif ic functions of 
light: 

—high-speed image processing 
un i t e m p h a s i z i n g a h o l o 
graphic image scanner with 
visible laser diodes; 

—high definition image process
ing unit uti l izing multichannel 
high density optoelectronic 
switching; 

—high-speed processing of in
formation with utilization of 
high-power diode laser; 

—complex information process
ing unit including integrated 
wavelength-mul t ip lex laser 
diodes; and 

—information control unit with 
integrated diodes and transis
tors for u l t r a - h i g h speed 
modulation. 

Efforts are focused on the develop
ment of optoelectronic integrated 
c i r cu i t r y ( O E I C ) w h i c h is the 
monolithic integration of the light 
and electronic elements. 

The Joint Research Laboratory 
of Optoelectronic Technology has 
been established wi th in the Re
search Assoc ia t i on of A p p l i e d 
Optoelectronic Systems Technol
ogy, and the research staffs are 
working on the development of the 
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O E I C . 4 The O E I C wi l l br ing about 
not only the high efficiency and 
multiple function of individual de
vices such as semiconductor lasers 
and light detecting elements, but 
also miniaturization through inte
gration, high reliabil i ty, and ex
tended functions. The realization 
of the O E I C wil l surely enable a 
high performance optical system 
far beyond our present imagina
tion. 

Along with the progress made in 
the development of the Hikar i O 
Pro, possible applications for opti
cal systems include improving sys
tems within plants; subscribers' 
publ ic communicat ion systems; 
computer links; office automation 
systems; local information service 
systems; and the measurement, 
control and operation systems for 
ships, airplanes, and automobiles. 
Practical systems for suitable appli

cation of optoelectronics have be
come greatly diversified, forecast
ing large-scale growth for the opto
electronic industry. 

Conclusion 
Optoelectronics technology is a 

new field of industry which, in our 
view, has highly promising pros
pects for the future. Its impact 
could well affect not only various 
fields of industry but also social sys
tems and individual lives. The mar
ket scale of the optoelectronics in
dustry, which has its core in opto
electronic technology, totals up to 
about 60 bi l l ion yen ($260 mil
lion); however, it is expected to hit 
one tri l l ion yen ($4.3 bil l ion) by 
the end of the 1980s, to rank as one 
of Japan's leading industries. 

In order to achieve this goal, re
search and deve lopmen t must 
ove rcome numerous t echn i ca l 
problems. Optoelectronic technol
ogy is a field where new technical 
innovations wi l l be introduced de
cade after decade (see F ig . 5). 

Because optical electronic tech
nology harmonizes with electron
ics technology, the performance of 
e lec t ron i c systems can be i m 
proved significantly by simply re
placing some parts of the existing 
electronic system with optoelec
tronic technology. Accord ing ly , 
one might proceed with research 
and development gradually by de
fining the ultimate goal of an opto
electronic technology encompass
ing all optical systems with sub-
goals for interim steps: short-term, 
medium-term, and long-term goals 
for research and development. 

Also, it wi l l be necessary to bui ld 
up a system which adopts the de
veloped optoelectronic technology 
effectively, and to explore applied 
fields to widen the market. True 
success in optoelectronic technol
ogy w i l l be possible only when 
these two functions are realized to
gether. As to the development of 
the market, the Optoelectronic In
dustry and Technology Develop

ment Association 5 was established 
in July 1980 with the approval of 
the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry. This organization is 
fully in charge of market research 
and promotion of the optoelectron
ic industry. 

Optoe lec t ron ic technology is 
one of Japan's chief areas of exper
tise. One can imagine that it wi l l 
flourish in the wor ld as " a technol
ogy developed in Japan." It cannot 
be overemphasized that to make 
this wish come true, continued re
search and development in this 
new field are vital. 
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